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Thermal radiation of the heat-shield and the emission of the post-shock layer around the
Stardust capsule, during its re-entry, were detected by a NASA-led observation campaign
aboard NASA’s DC-8 airborne observatory involving teams from several nations. The
German SLIT experiment used a conventional spectrometer, in a Czerny-Turner
configuration (300 mm focal length and a 600 lines/mm grating), fed by fiber optics, to cover
a wavelength range from 324 nm to 456 nm with a pixel resolution of 0.08 nm. The reentering spacecraft was tracked manually
using a camera with a view angle of 20 degrees,
and light from the capsule was collected using a small mirror telescope with a view angle of
only 0.45 degrees. Data were gathered with a measurement frequency of 5 Hz in a 30-second
time interval around the point of maximum heating until the capsule left the field of view.
The emission of CN (as a major ablation product), N2 + and different atoms were monitored
successfully during that time. Due to the nature of the experimental set up, spatial resolution
of the radiation field was not possible. Therefore, all measured values represent an
integration of radiation from the visible part of the glowing heat shield, and from the plasma
in the post-shock region. Further, due to challenges in tracking
, not every spectrum gathered
contained data. The measured spectra can be split up into two parts: (i) continuum spectra
which represent a superposition of the heat shield radiation and the continuum radiation of
potential dust particles in the plasma, and (ii) line spectra from the plasma in the shock
layer. Planck temperatures (interpreted as the surface temperatures of the Stardust heat
shield) were determined assuming either a constant surface temperature, or a temperature
distribution deduced from numerical simulation. The constant surface temperatures are in
good agreement with numerical simulations, but the peak values at the stagnation point are
significantly lower than those in the numerical simulation if a temperature di stribution over
the surface is assumed. Emission bands of CN and N2 + were tracked along the visible
trajectory and compared to a spectral simulation with satisfying agreement. Values for the
integrated radiation of the transitions of interest for these species were extracted from this
comparison.
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= area of the lamp exit
= visible SRC surface
= speed of light in vacuum
= correction factor for intensity calibration
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conv
= conversion factor between incident flux and spectrometer response
D tel
= aperture diameter of the SLIT telescope
f
= focal legth, also factor
f/d
= ratio of focal length to diameter
FWHM = full width at half maximum
= Planck’s constant: 6.626 10 -34 J s
h
I
= intensity
lla-telecope = distance between SLIT-telescope and calibration lamp during calibration measurements
lSRC-DC8 = distance between SRC and DC8
k
= Boltzmann constant: 1.3807 10-23 J K -1
L
= spectral irradiance
M
= spectral radiance
na
= numerical aperture
QE
= quantum efficiency
T
= temperature
TPlanck
= temperature for Planck radiation
Trot
= rotational temperature
Tvib
= vibrational temperature
= apex half angle
a
= spectral emissivity
= change in vibrational quantum number during transition
dv
0
= radiant flux
92
= solid angle
A
= wavelength
= wavelength interval for the filter i
AR i
= transmission
Suffixes:
atm
atmospheric
EM
EMCCD Andor DU971N, CCD camera used during observation
incident radiation at the DC8 position
filter number i
i
lab
results during recalibration in the IRS lab
obs
results during the observation campaign
OE
open electrode, CCD camera Andor DU920N-OE used during lab experiments for recalibration
pixel
CCD element
scat
scattered light
theory
calibration data provided by the manufacturer
total radiation, i.e. sum of UV and scattered light
tot

EA

t

I. Introduction

N January 15th 2006, after a nearly seven-year celestial journey, the Stardust capsule re-entered Earth’s
Oatmosphere with a speed of 12.8 km/s. 1 This was the fastest re-entry ever of a human-made space vehicle. Data
on heat shield ablation and plasma characterization for this mission would have been very valuable for future
sample return missions, e.g., from Mars, which will have similar hyperbolic entry speeds. There were, however, no
diagnostics installed in the Stardust capsule to gather data during re-entry. Therefore, the only way to obtain
information on the heat shield and re-entry plasma was through passive optical methods, such as the observation
mission led by NASA using the Agency’s DC-8 airborne observatory. 2 The observatory was suppo
sed to fly above
the clouds at an altitude of 12 km. Absorption in the IR is already rather low at these altitudes, but the ozone layer at
altitudes between 25 km and 50 km still anticipates a detection of radiation in the UV (i.e., below a wavelength of
300 nm) due to absorption.
In the observation campaign, a total of 11 different optical experiments were conducted by the American,
Japanese and German teams. These experiments were designed to obtain spectrally-resolved data in different
wavelength ranges, and with different time resolutions. All spectrally
-resolving set-ups used transmission gratings
with the exception of a mini Echelle spectrometer, 3,4 and the German SLIT experiment which had a conventional
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spectrometer in a C zerny-Turner configuration (f=300mm,
grating 600 l/mm) fed by fiber optics. The spectra
contain a superposition of continuum spectra from heat shield radiation and potential dust particles in the plasma, 5, 6
and line spectra from the plasma in the shock layer. The contribution of each of these sources of radiation has to be
separated during the data evaluation process. None of the set-ups was able to resolve the emitted radiation spatially.
Therefore, all measured data are integrated over the visible part of the glowing heat shield and over the plasma in the
post shock region.
In contrast to the other experiments, tracking was a major challenge for the SLIT experiment because the view
angle of the telescope was limited to 0.45 degrees to focus on the optical fiber bundle. Data were taken with a
measurement frequency of 5 Hz during a 15 s time interval on either side of the point of maximum heating until the
capsule left the field of view. Due to difficulties in tracking, not every spectrum contained data. However, the choice
of a spectrometer with an entrance slit provided a fixed, and rather accurately determined, wavelength range during
the whole observation period. Therefore, besides gathering spectral data with high resolution as far as possible
towards the UV, the SLIT experiment was meant to provide some spectral fixed point for the transmission grating
measurements.
The strategy for the observation mission included three test flights prior to the re-entry date, primarily to test the
different set-ups in flight, and to automate the procedure of mounting the equipment in flight (equipment had to be
disassembled during take-off and landing). For the final measurement, the airplane was meant to fly three
observation loops (each 15 km wide and 45 km long) at an altitude of 14 km above Nevada, 3 such that the third time
into the straight part of the loop occurred 90 s before re-entry ( the entry interface was defined as an altitude of
130 km of the Stardust capsule). The difficult task of manual tracking the capsule during the observation period was
made easier due to excellent work on pre-flight prediction of the capsule’s
trajectory, and navigation of the observer
airplane. All scheduled times were met to within one second by the DC -8 pilots.
In the following, the set-up of the SLIT experiment is described
in detail. The evaluation process, including
calibration of the measurement and separation of continuum from line spectra, is presented and an interpretation of
the measured spectra is given yielding Planck temperatures determined from the measured continuum spectra.
II. Experimental set-up and data acquisition

The SLIT experiment joined the observation campaign rather late in October 2005. Therefore, design,
manufacture, and calibration of the whole experimental set up had to be completed within 3 months with only small
funding. An Acton 300i spectrometer with a focal length of 300 mm was used. For detection, an Andor
DU971N EMCCD camera with 1600x400 pixels of an individual size of 16x16 µ m was used. The EMCCD
technology enables charge from each pixel to be multiplied on the sensor before read out, providing single photon
sensitivity with both multi-Megahertz readout and USB connectivit y . After
trials with different gratings, a 600
l/mm grating was chosen for use in the wavelength range between 324 nm to 456 nm with a pixel resolution of
.
0.08 nm. Due to instrument broadening, a FWHM of 0.3 nm was obtained in the final measurements
A reflector telescope was used to focus on the Stardust capsule. Since the useable diameter of the optical fiber
was limited by the necessity to feed the radiation into the spectrometer with a small equivalent slit width, the design
options for the focusing optics were rather limited. The set up was designed to maximize the view angle under
which radiation would be focused on the fiber optics. This constraint required a focal length as small as possible and
a fiber diameter as large as possible. On the other hand, the fiber diameter had to be as small as possible to minimize
spectral resolution and losses at the entrance of the spectrometer. The f/d ratio of the optics was limited to roughly 2
by the numerical aperture of n a=0.22 of the fiber optics. Finally, an off-axis parabolic mirror with an equivalent
focal length of 100 mm and a diameter of 50 mm was chosen. The contradicting requirements for the optic fibers at
the telescope and the spectrometer side were resolved using a bundle of 50 fibers with 100 µ m diameter each. At the
telescope exit they were fixed in a round configuration yielding an overall fiber diameter of 0.6 mm and hence, a
view angle of 0.45° (which corresponds approximately to the visible size of the moon). At the spectrometer entrance
the fibers were reoriented into a linear row forming an equivalent entrance slit with an effective slit width of less
than 100 µ m. If sufficient light intensity would have been available (which unfortunately was not the case), this slit
width could have been further reduced by th e mechanical entrance slit of the spectrometer. A spatial assignment of a
single fiber in the round cross section to a vertical position in the equivalent slit was not possible due to
manufacturing constraints. Therefore, light which hit somewhere in the round cross section was displayed at an
arbitrary position on the entrance slit. Since spatial resolution of the Stardust capsule was not possible anyway, for
detection, the principle of full vertical binning (FVB) was chosen. Here, all CCD rows are integrated in hardware
and are displayed as a single spectrum. The information, which row was carrying the relevant signal is lost but
according to the arguments above it did not carry any further information, anyway. Then again, noise is reduced in
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general and signal to noise ratio is improved remarkably by this approach. Figure 1 illustrates the combination of
telescope, fiber optics and spectrometer and the full vertical binning mode which was used during data acquisition.

Figure 1. Principle design of the SLIT experiment with an illustration of the full vertical binning mode.
The view angle of 0.45 ¡ was far too small to ensure successful manual tracking. Unfortunately, an automatic
system with feed-back was not available. Therefore, a conventional video camera was used to tape the screen of a
light intensifier with a Canon lens system (focal length 100 mm, f/2.0) with a viewing angle of roughly 20° to help
with the manual tracking. The intensifier was rigidly connected to the mount of the telescope so that a defined
relation between the two viewing angles was granted. Figure 2 shows the combined set-up mounted on a ball mount
close to the window of the airplane. A grid was glued to the intensifier screen which enabled an assignment of the
detected spot of the spectrometer telescope combination to the video. Figure 3 shows an image of the nightly sky
taken during the final
observation. The intensifier was strong enough to see the stars in the sky. The constellation
Pleiades is clearly seen in the picture. The area detected by the spectrometer is marked by a red dot and was
determined using measurements of the moon taken on the tarmac.

Figure 2. SLIT optics on the ball mount.

Figure 3. Video image for manual tracking assistance.
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During the observation, spectra were taken with an acquisition time of 0.2 s and a repetition frequency of 5 Hz.
Even with this set -up, tracking was still rather difficult. It turned out that during data acquisition, not every spectrum
contained data because the image of the capsule was not always focused on the optical fiber. Consequently, the
overall intensity showed fluctuations, too, when the fiber bundle was only partly illuminated. Only the spectra with
the maximal intensity are used for the part of the evaluation that requires absolute intensity information. Although
the telescope and the intensifier were rigidly connected to the common base plate, it turned out that the video camera
was able to move slightly. Therefore, the point of data acquisition shows slight movements on the video image
which was to be taken into account during evaluation. Stardust data was acquired during about 30 s of the re-entry
starting at Stardust altitudes of about 84 km over ground down to altitudes of 45 km.
III. Data Correction and Calibration

The data evaluation consists of different steps. In the beginning the raw data have to be corrected for background
and cosmic rays. In a second step, the time-correlated data have to be compared with the video image to determine
the measurement position (e.g. before, behind or directly on the capsule). The spectral data have to be wavelength
corrected and intensity calibrated. Finally, the atmospheric influences (i.e. absorption) have to be taken into account.
For this purpose, the horizontal and vertical distances between airplane and Stardust are needed. For the further
interpretation of the data, even the orientation of the Stardust capsule relative to the airplane has to be known.
A. Correction for Background and cosmic rays
On the airplane, the occurrence of cosmic rays was significantly higher than on ground. Due to the high
sensitivity and amplification of the camera emission lines due to cosmic rays are of intensity comparable to that of
true emission lines. Fortunately, these lines appear only on one camera pixel, which is much narrower than plasma
emission lines, which are broadened by the optical components to a full width at half maximum of 4 pixels.
Therefore, lines due to cosmic rays could be identified and were eliminated from the measured spectra.
The background correction was complicated by a “hot” pixel column at pixel 997 which corresponds to a
wavelength of 406.6 nm. After binning and amplification, this column produced a disturbing emission 10 times
higher than the highest emission from Stardust. However, a spectrum taken before Stardust was visible could be
used as background. 8
B. Spatial assignment of measured position relative to the SRC
When moving the set up on the track ball, the video camera occasionally moved (slightly) against the base plate
where the intensifier and the telescope were mounted. Therefore, a fixed point on the intensifier screen was not
always in the same position on the CCD array. A computer routine was developed to apply corrections to
compensate for this movement. Groups of pixels were selected for integration and displayed vs. time. The result was
compared with the total intensity of the measured spectra, which is simply the sum over all pixels. The best
qualitative match between these two curves gives the pixels on the video which correspond to the spot measured by
the telescope. Finally, this position can be compared with the image of Stardust on the video and gives spatial
information about the measured spot with respect to the SRC (e.g. stagnation point, rear side of the SRC or wake).
Figure 4 displays the best match of the integration inside the video and the total intensity on the EMCCD with
estimates of the measured position relative to the SRC. Note that a perfect match should not be expected because
intensity in the video image is falsified by masking by the grid lines.
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Figure 4. Integration over the measured position in the video image and total intensity on the EMCCD vs.
time and estimates of the measured position relative to the SRC. (stag =stagnation point, rear =rear side of the
capsule, wake=behind the capsule)

C. Wavelength and Intensity Calibration
Wavelength calibration was performed by measuring the emission of a Mercury lamp. The calibrated
wavelengths were then obtained from a second-order polynomial fit. For intensity calibration, a calibration lamp
(Ocean Optics LS 1) was placed in a distance of rr^,^terecope~ 3.86 m to the telescope. The intensity LLS1 was given in
µW(cm ² nm) for an optical fiber directly connected to the lamp port. This intensity was converted to spectral
radiance using the numerical aperture of a typical fiber of na~ 0.22. Obviously, this distance is significantly different
from the distance to the Stardust capsule, which varied between 440 km and 70 km during the measurement period
in flight. Furthermore, both solid angle and atmospheric transmission varied, too. Therefore, a calibration to radiant
power rather than to radiance was carried out. The calibration values were transformed to radiant power at the
entrance of the telescope
using the distance between lamp and telescope in combination with the telescope aperture
diameter. Finally, this value was integrated over the wavelength interval covered by each pixel. During data
evaluation, discrepancies between simulated and measured spectra were observed showing inconsistent ratios
between the ~0 and d ti ~-1 bands if the band shape at ~0 was correctly reproduced. 8 This inconsistency
pointed to a problem in the calibration. Therefore, recalibration measurements were carried out. It soon became
obvious that the calibration was heavily influenced by scattered light inside the spectrometer. The measurement took
place in the UV, but the calibration lamp used has
its emission maximum between the visible (VIS) and the near
infra red (NIR) range. This radiation, which is higher than the UV radiation by at least 3 orders of magnitude, was
improperly processed by the spectrometer and appeared at the CCD as scattered light. Figure 5 shows a
measurement of a similar calibration lamp (Ocean Optics LS1) with and without an edge filter (Schott GG495)
which blocks radiation across the whole measured range. The difference between these measurements gives the
lamp emission corrected for scattered light. Unfortunately, the EMCCD camera (Andor DU971N UVB) which was
used for the observation mission was not available for the recalibration. Therefore, the recalibration was done with
an Andor DU920N OE camera which uses a CCD chip with the same over all dimensions as in the EMCCD. This
similarity in dimensions means that the geometrical factors on scattered light are maintained in between the
recalibration and the observation. The spectral quantum efficiencies of the two cameras, however, were substantially
different as shown in Fig. 5. These manufacturers data were used to extrapolate the scattering results from the one
camera to the other.
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Figure 5. Calibration lamp Ocean Optics LS1 measured with CCD camera Andor DU920N open electrode
with and without edge filter GG495 and quantum efficiencies of the two cameras used.
The amount of scattered radiation is a func
tion of only the spectrometer, the grating and the fiber optics were not
changed. In the measured range (i.e. 324 nm to 456 nm) the ratio of the quantum efficiencies was used for
conversion. The spectral composition of the scattered light is unknown a priori, and varies for different positions on
the CCD array (which again correspond to different wavelengths). Therefore, measurements with a series of edge
filters (edges at wavelengths 495 nm, 515 nm, 535 nm, 550 nm, 570 nm, 590 nm, 610 nm, 630 nm, 645 nm, 665 nm,
695 nm, 715 nm, 780 nm, 830 nm and 850 nm) were made to estimate the spectral composition of the scattered light
from the differences between the single spectra. Above wavelengths of 1000 nm, the sensitivity of both cameras
drops down drastically. The main contributions were found to be from radiation between 600 nm and 850 nm.
In the following, the recalibration measurements are referred to by the suffix lab, the results with the different
cameras are labeled OE (open electrode) for the DU920N and EM for the DU971N, the measurements during and
after the observation are marked by the suffix obs. The goal of these measurements was to obtain a scaling factor
between measured emission (with and without scattered light) to be applied to the calibration measurements which
were taken during the observation campaign. The terms wavelength and pixel do appear simultaneously in some
equations to accentuate the pure dependence on wavelength (e.g. the theoretical lamp emissionin the UV) and the
additional dependence on geometry (i.e. the position on the CCD) where one pixel is affected by radiation from
different wavelengths. The measured intensity is the sum of scatteredli ht and UV emission:
r
(1)
I LS1,tot,lab,OE (pixel) = ILSI,UV,1ab,0E \^' / + I LS1,tot,lab,OE (, ixel, dA,I )
I LS1,UV,lab,OE is a function of wavelength only (and not of geometry), the conversion from the OE (open electrode)
camera to the EMCCD of the UV emission is done by a multiplication with the ratio of the quantum efficiencies,
which are also function
s of wavelength:
ILSI,UV1ab,EMkA ) = ILSI,UV,1ab,0EkA)

L—>n!

`

(2)

7QEOE0")

I LS1,scat,lab,OE depends on geometry and therefore on the pixel position on the CCD and on the true wavelength of
the scattered light which is approximated by the combinations of measurements with different edge filters in the
wavelength intervals i. The contribution of scattered light to the measurement without filter is the sum of all
differential measurements with the edge filters, each of them multiplied by the ratio of quantum efficiencies in the
wavelength range of concern:

ILSl,scat,lab,EM (p ixel) — ^ t ILS1,scat,lab,OE (p ixel AA:)

QE
EM(, .)'

l

(3)

ILSI,UV1ab,EM(A)+ ILS1,scat,1ab,EM (pixel) (

)

OE

(dA^
i

The desired relation is then:
n lxeZ

fLS1,UVEM^t

=

ll
ILS1,,UV1ab,EM(A/

4

If fUV,EMCCD is multiplied with the measured emission of the LS1 lamp during observation the results should be
the true emission in the UV range:
^,
(5)
ILSI,UV,obs,EM(A ) = fLS1,UV,EM( pixel) ILSI,tot,obs,EM(pixel)
If applied to the calibration measurement during the observation, the reconstruction using the above ratios does
only match the measured emission below 400nm if the scattered light is increased by 35%. For reasons unknown,
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the amount of scattering seemed to have change
d during the observation and the recalibration. Since no reasonable
explanation can be given for this
effect, all following analyses have been performed both with the original values for
scattered light from the lab measurements and with a value increased
by 35%, to get an idea of the errors introduced
by this variation. As will be shown later, the effect on the Planck temperatures to fit the measured data is rather
small due to the shape of the Planck curve. For calibration of the true UV radiation, the ratio of the UV portion of
the calibration measurement and the calibrated radiance of the lamp L LS1, theory provided by the manufacturer is used.
For the plasma spectra, the effect of scattered light from plasma emission in the VIS and NIR would be in the noise
level of the measured data if the plasma emission is lower than the thermal radiation by one order of magnitude.
Therefore this effect is considered negligible. Following the procedure described at the beginning of this section, the
original calibration curve was converted from the calibration units [µW/cm 2 nm] to an incident radiant power in
[DW] by:

'^tel
rr l _
r l
OLSl,incident \A / = LA,LSl,theory O, / ASMA
92tel

(6)

pixel

with: ASMA : area of the lamp exit
solid angle in which the lamp radiation is emitted, determined from the numerical aperture
LS1 :
n a = 0.22 given by the manufacturer.
solid angle from which thetelescope receives radiation, determined from the geometry
tel :
wavelength width of each pixel.
pixel :
A correction factor is obtained to:
(
(_
OLSl,incident \A
!/ l
COYYLSI,UV,EM llJ ixel^ =
l7^
(
I Ls1,UV,obs,EM \A
Figure 6 shows the obtained calibration factors with and without correction for scattered light as well as the
ric extinction was
calibrated curve provided by Ocean Optics. This calibration curve combined with the atmosphe
used for the calibration of the plasma spectra.
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Figure 6. Ocean Optics calibration data and SLIT calibration factor.
Since the thermal emission of the glowing heat shield is grey body radiation, it shows very similar ratios in the
different wavelength ranges as the calibration lamp. Consequently, these measurements too are contaminated by
scattered light. The amount of scattered light depends on the spectral distribution in the VIS and NIR range, which
varies with the underlying surface temperature. Therefore, the factors for scattered light will change with SRC
surface temperature. As a consequence of this variation, separate determination of scattered light had to be
performed for each single spectrum. A uniform calibration was not possible for the thermal radiation since the
underlying Planck temperatures were not known. Rather than converting the measured signal to radiant power, the
simulated Planck emission of the SRC surface was converted to counts measured by the spectrometer system giving
a simulated spectrometer response to any assumed Planck radiation including the effects of scattered light. Again,
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the measurements of the LS 1 calibration lamp with the edge filter combinations were used. For each wavelength
interval i, the product of the calibrated intensity L %,LS1, theory in [µW/cm ² nm] provided by the manufacturer and the
combined transmission of the filter combination of concern was integrated over wavelength:

j

(8)
LLSlA.,y kAAI ) = LUSlA.,y kA ) t i kA )— Ti -1 kA)j dA
(
as
described
above.
For
the
UV
radiation,
the
correction
and converted to incident radiant power 0LS1,incident,obs , • i)
factor for intensity calibration is inverted. Thus, conversion factors are obtained to:

= I Lsl,scat,ohs,EM (p ixel, AA,
convtheory^catobs (p ixel A)L
j
^

(9)

OLS],incidentobs '

conv,,,_,,,„t,, (A ) =

1

`=

ILS1.w,obs.ENr ^^^

(10)

in [counts/µW]
These conversion factors are used to transform incident radiant powers into a simulated spectrometer signal. To
account for the observed uncertainty in the amount of scattered light, all analyses are conducted both for the above
shown value and the one increased by 35%. For the following analysis of the measured spectra, thermal radiation
emitted by the SRC heat shield at a given temperature is computed and corrected for distance, solid angle, SRC
orientation (i.e. effective emitting area) and atmospheri
c extinction until an incident thermal radiation at the
telescope position is received. This incident thermal radiation is converted into an equivalent spectrometer response
and compared to the measured raw data. The underlying Planck temperature distribution for the best fitting spectrum
is considered as the desired solution. The plasma spectrum is then extracted as the difference between measured
spectrum and simulated response to the best fitting Planck radiation. In the following, the different influences on the
SRC radiation will be discussed and the method of generating the simulated thermal radiation will be shown.
D. Atmospheric Transmission
For a conversion of radiation emitted by Stardust (i.e., Planck and plasma radiation) it must be multiplied with
the corresponding solid angle obtained from the distance, the emitting surface area or plasma volume and with the
corresponding air transmission. The spectral transmission of the atmosphere was computed using the ModTran
code 9, 10 using aerosol and ozone concentration as input parameters. Assuming aerosol concentration to be “normal,”
ozone concentration was determined to 300 DU (Dobson Units) from ozone maps from the World Ozone and
Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre provided by the Environment Canada on the internet for the re-entry day of
Stardust.

Figure 7. Atmospheric transmission between DC8 and Stardust for different Stardust altitudes.
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IV. Simulation of the Stardust Re-entry

A. Flow Field
The method of analysis for the thermal protection system begins with computation of the flow field at several
time points (to sufficiently capture the heat pulse) along the estimated flight trajectory (EFT). For the present work,
flow fields solutions along the EFT were calculated using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code DPLR
(Data Parallel Line Relaxation). DPLR is a parallel, multiblock, finite-volume code that solves equations governing
the continuum flow of a mixture of gases in chemical and thermal nonequilibrium. The Euler fluxes are computed
using modified Steger-Warming flux vector splitting 11 with third-order spatial accuracy via MUSCL extrapolation. 12
The viscous fluxes are computed to second
-order accuracy using a central-difference approach. The flow is assumed
laminar, in thermochemical nonequilibrium, and is modeled with a two-temperature, 11 species (N 2 , O 2 , NO, NO + ,
N2+, O 2+ , N, O, N+, O+, and e Ð) and 19 reactions finite-rate air chemistry model. Vibrational relaxation is based on
the Landau-Teller formulation; relaxation times are obtained from Millikan and White, 13 assuming a simple
harmonic oscillator model, with the high-temperature correction of Park. 14 Rotational relaxation is based on the
Parker model. 15 Viscous transport and thermal conductivity are determined using the mixing rules of Gupta et al. 16
The species diffusion coefficients are calculated with a bifurcation model, 17 which has been shown to compare well
18
with exact solutions of Stefan-Boltzmann equations.
The surface
of the heat shield is assumed to be in radiative
equilibrium with a constant emissivity of 0.85. Furthermore, the wall is assumed fully catalytic with a catalytic
efficiency of 1.0 for atom recombination; the wall was assumed fully catalytic to ions as well.
Since Stardust is an axisymmetric configuration, and its entry trajectory was ballistic, 19 flow field analyses can
be performed using a two-dimensional axisymmetric grid, thereby saving computational resources. The grid used in
the present work was composed of six blocks and 43,000 grid cells. The grid was grown out hyperbolically in the
body-normal direction and orthogonality of grid lines at the surface was ensured. As the solution converged on the
hyperbolic grid, the grid was then tailored to to achieve good alignment of the outer boundary with the bow shock.
Since high-fidelity CFD computations are performed only at a finite number of time points on the EFT,
aerothermal environments along the entire trajectory are constructed using a combination of CFD and engineering
scaling relationships. Between CFD solutions, environments are linearly interpolated in time using the CFD results.
At trajectory points outside the time interval considered for CFD, areothermal environments are determined using
scaling relations based on freestream velocity and density (i.e. enthalpy scales with v2, heat transfer coefficient
scales with [ v], pressure scales with [ v2]). Scaling will vary spatially over the heat shield. Therefore, each
surface point is scaled separately to provide heating pulse continuity in time.

B. Material Response
In the present analysis, PICA material response along the Stardust EFT is modeled using version 2.4 of FIAT , 20
and Version 3.3 of the PICA model .21 The aerothermal environment (recovery enthalpy, pressure and heat transfer
coefficient) along the trajectory, as determined from CFD simulations is input into FIAT. In the present analysis, the
contribution of shock
-layer radiation is not included since it accounted for less than 10% of the heat rate at peak
heating, and surface heating was dominated by convective heating. 22 Next, the surface energy balance equation that
accounts for conduction, blowing, pyrolysis and surface recession is solved. The material stack consists of PICA
(5.8 cm), HT-424 (0.14 cm) and aluminum 2024 (1.27cm) and a planar geometry is employed. All materials have
¡
an assumed initial temperature of -20 C. There is no contact resistance at any material interface and the back wall is
assumed adiabatic. The properties (heat capacity, thermal conductivity, emissivity) of the material in the TPS stack
are read in from the FIAT material database. Heat capacity is modeled as a temperature dependent quantity, while
thermal conductivity varies with both pressure and temperature. For ablators, these material properties are separately
listed for virgin and char material. Within FIAT, the emissivity of PICA for both virgin and char is modeled as
temperature dependent and varies from 0.858 at 250K to 0.93 at 3500K.
The iteration between CFD and FIAT is loosely
coupled—the surface temperatures returned by FIAT are put
back as a point
-by-point isothermal boundary condition into the DPLR CFD code, and a flowfield solution is
recomputed. This loosely
-coupled iterative procedure is deemed converged when the differences in heat fluxes from
two successive cycles of DPLR-FIAT iterations are within 5% based on Olynick’s work . 23
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V. Data Evaluation and Interpretation

Measured spectra are a superpositi
on of shock-layer radiation, and continuous radiation emitted by the glowing
heat shield. As a first step, both plasma parameters and heat shield temperature are assumed constant. In reality, this
assumption is tenuous because temperature varies across the surface of the heat shield, as do the plasma composition
and temperatures across the shock layer. Therefore, in a second step, a surface temperature distribution based on
CFD simulations is used. It should be noted that the ablation process most likely causes particles to be injected into
the flow. These material particles themselves emit continuum radiation due to their surface tem perature. 5' 6 However,
without any further information about the size and loading of the particles in the shock layer nothing further can be
done because there are too many free parameters to obtain a single solution. Possible improvements of the
evaluation procedure to relax these restrictive simplifications are discussed later. Regardless, the plasma (or shocklayer) radiation and the Planck (or capsule surface) radiation have to be separated as a first step. To quantify the
Planck radiation, the visible surface of the Stardust capsule and the distribution of the angle between the surface
normal vector and the optical axis to the DC8 must be known for each surface element. If a constant surface
temperature is assumed the individual factors can be summarized to a single viewing factor.

Figure 8. Distance SRC-DC8*, viewing angle* and averaged viewing** factor vs. SRC altitude (*: according
to Nominal Entry Trajectory Data: s06015f, 19 **: this work).

A. Visible Surface and Viewing Factors
The position and orientation of the DC8 observation aircraft are known from GPS data, and the Stardust capsule
position is taken from the trajectory data. For the orientation of the Stardust capsule it is assumed that the vehicle
axis is oriented in direction of the velocity vector which is extracted for each altitude from the difference of two
successive trajectory points. If these data sets are combined, the distances and view angles as depicted in Figure 8
are obtained. The view angle is defined to be 90° if the observation axis coincides with the vehicle axis (view from
view). The minimal angle during
the front), and 0° if the vehicle is observed at right angles to the flight vector (side
the observation period was 34.33° at an altitude of 48.5 km. The surface has been calculated as a sphere with a
radius of 0.22 m up to an angle of 30.5° and a truncated cone with a cone angle of 30.5° up to an outer radius of
0.405 m. Due to this shape of the Stardust capsule, the whole heat shield surface of 0.5947 mz is completely visible
down to a minimum angle of 30.5°. However, according to Lambert’s Law the detected intensity of a radiating
surface is proportional to the cosine of the angle under which the surface is observed. Therefore, the detected
intensities decrease with this angle, thereby yielding an increase in the deduced Planck temperature. This effect is
covered by the view factor. For the assumption of a constant surface temperature, integration over the whole surface
yields an average view factor for each altitude as depicted in Fig. 8. If a temperature distribution is applied, the
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integration has to be done over the product of locally emitted Planck radiation with the local viewing factor at each
surface position. Images of the SRC in its orientation to the DC8 are added to Fig. 8.
B. Estimation of Heat Shield Temperatures
Two cases (a) of constant SRC surface temperature over the heat shield for the entire flight trajectory, and (b) a
predefined temperature distribution (piecewise linear variation) are investigated in parallel. Both cases are best
considered approximations because of these simplifying assumptions. For the second case the “real” distribution is
approximated as a combination of two linear distributions. The shape of this combination was obtained from an
analysis of temperature distributions from CFD simulation
s using DPLR. For this purpose, all CFD-predicted
temperatures are normalized the value at the apex of the heat shield (also the stagnation point), and normalized CFD
distribution is approximated by two straight lines which intersect at an axial location of 5 cm approximately from
the apex. This distribution matches the CFD solution on the spherical part of the heat shield close where the highest
surface temperatures (consequently the highest contribution to thermal radiation) are predicted. However, the
distribution does show deviations at larger distances from the tip. At this part of the surface, the simplified
distribution over predicts the DPLR temperatures at high altitudes and under predicts them at lower altitudes. If the
and
same radiative flux has to be reproduced this would yield lower experimental temperatures at early re-entry
higher values at the end of the observation period. Note that only the shape of the distribution is adapted from DPLR
solutions. No temperature values are interchanged, thus keeping the data analysis independent of the CFD solution.
For the analysis, the SRC tip temperature was varied and the temperatures across the surface were computed
according to this approximation, assuming rotational symmetry. Figure 9 shows the assumed temperature
distribution in comparison to the normalized DPLR results. A consistency check between the two cases of constant
and varying surface temperature to prove the integration procedure over the surface has been performed by
reproducing the thermal emission for a constant surface temperature if a flat line with corresponding temperature
was chosen as input.

Figure 9. Assumed SRC temperature distribution in comparison to normalized DPLR results.
Spectral radiance from the glowing heat shield was calculated according to Planck’s formula for a grey body:
M^

rlT1
1 — s^

2ic2
;j-5

1
he

(11)
—1

exp()&T)

The emissivity of PICA is assumed independent of wavelength since no such spectral data are available.
Temperature dependent emissivity data for PICA after arc jet testing are available only for temperatures below 1900
K.24 Above 1920 K the emissivity is assumed to be constantly 0.9.
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The spectral radiance was first integrated to the wavelength widths of the different CCD pixels and then
multiplied by the visible surface area, the atmospheric transmission already shown in Fig. 7, and the solid angle:
(12)
Q = 2jr(1- Cosa)
where the apex half angle
a=

Dtei

2

(13)

2LSRC-DC8

is given by the aperture diameter of the telescope Dtel and the distance between Stardust and DC8 LSRC-DCs.
Thus, the radiantpower at the entrance aperture of the telescope was obtained as:
(14)

= f MAQA,,isatmdX - MA QA i r.,.AApixel
AAPu.t

The surface temperatures were systematically varied and the emitted radiation was integrated over the whole surface
area taking into account the viewing angle given by the relative positions of DC8 and SRC along the trajectory and
multiplied with the solid angle for detection and with the air transmission determined with a ModTran calculation as
already shown in Fig. 7 and finally divided by the window transmission of 0.93. Thus, a radiant power at the
entrance of the telescope was achieved.
Since emission by particles inside the post shock layer is not taken under consideration, these peak temperatures
are presently considered to be an upper limit. Inclusion of particle radiation in the analysis will require specification
of additional free parameters such as particle size, penetration depth into the boundary layer, particle surface
temperature, etc.; these parameters are not known with certainty. Therefore, an implementation of this mechanism at
the level of analysis presented here is not useful. For future investigation, it is recommended to further investigate
the ablation process in ground test facilities as done in Ref. 5 with particular respect to spallation to obtain further
information about these parameters.
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Figure 10. Measured spectrum, split up into Planck- and plasma-components, for an SRC altitude of 64.9 km
close to peak heating and comparison of the spectrometer response to thermal radiation for average and local
surface temperatures with and without enhancement of scattered light by 35%.
Figure 10 shows an example for the measured spectrum from the SRC at an altitude of 64.9 km. This spectrum is
the most reliable one close to peak heating. Furthermore, the best fitting Planck radiation and the resulting plasma
spectrum (which is the difference between measurement and Planck) are displayed. As discussed earlier,
discrepancies between calibration during the observation and recalibration in the ground laboratory due to scattered
light below 400 nm remain to be reconciled. Therefore, results with unmodified and enhanced scattering are
processed in parallel. The results are shown in the right hand part of Fig. 10. With scattering enhanced by 35% a
slightly lower surface temperature is obtained, but the maximum difference does not exceed 60 K. Since the
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qualitative agreement with the measured spectra is slightly better without enhancement of scattered light, the
following results are based on the spectrometer response with unmodified scattered light. Surprisingly, the spectral
shape of the spectrometer response for constant surface temperatures and the temperature distribution is nearly the
same in the wavelength range of interest.
The plasma spectrum extracted from this comparison is now calibrated with the correction factor shown in
Fig. 6. The total radiation is computed as the sum of calibrated plasma spectrum and simulated thermal radiation
without influences of scattered light as shown in Fig. 11 at an altitude of 64.9 km in units of radiant flux through the
aperture of the telescope.
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Figure 11. Emission spectrum at the DC-8 position as combination of thermal radiation of the Stardust
heat shield and plasma emission at an altitude of 64.9 km after calibration.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the SLIT spectrum and an extrapolation of the extracted thermal emission to the
NIR/VIS with an Echelle spectrum 26 at an altitude of 69.7 km.
The results are in good agreement with those obtained by the ASTRO 25 and the Echelle 26 instruments which
were also used in the Stardust observation campaign. Figure 12 shows the SLIT spectrum and the extrapolation of
the thermal emission into the VIS-NIR range and the Echelle data at an altitude of 69.7 km. Upper and lower
margins for the thermal emission for a temperature difference of ±50 K are added. Note that the analysis of the SLIT
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data was performed independently from those of the other instruments, and no scaling factors were transferred. The
consistency between the independent experiments is what gives confidence in the measured data.
The temperature extraction procedure was carried out for the most intense spectra and temperatures were
achieved over altitude for the two cases of constant SRC temperatur and linearized distribution. Figure 13 shows a
comparison with the results obtained with DPLR, again with averaged and locally resolved temperature. The CFD
temperatures for the averaged temperature assumption are in good agreement with the SLIT results except for the
values where the tracking was apparently off (shown as open symbols). If a temperature distribution is introduced,
the DPLR peak values at the SRC tip are substantially higher by 200 K and more than the experimentally obtained
results. However, the experimental method for determining the tip temperatures is consistent with the case of
constant temperatures and the results agree with the SLIT and Echelle data.

SRC altitude / km
Figure 13. SRC surface temperatures obtained from SLIT emission spectra and DPLR CFD simulations
for the assumption of averaged and locally resolved temperatures.
C. Analysis of plasma spectra
The measured spectra were dominated by the emission of CN and N 2+ . Atomic lines, especially the emission
lines of Ca and Ca+ , were clearly identified in all spectra. There was strong evidence of H and O lines before peak
heating, but not after. Lines of N could not be identified clearly. A theoretical simulation of the molecular radiation
of CN an N 2+ was carried out using the line-by-line code E M CAL27 under variation of the rotational and vibrational
temperatures between 1000 K and 20000 K. Rotational and vibrational temperatures define the shape of the
molecular bands and therefore can be determined without knowing the absolute number densities of electronically
excited levels which are most likely in non-equilibrium. The temperatures which originated the best fitting spectra
are considered to be the effective rotational and vibrational temperatures. In that sense “effective” shall express the
fact that, again, spatial variations of temperature in the post-shock layer have been neglected in this process. In
Figure 14 the best fits for the emission of CN Violet and N 2+ 1 st Neg. at altitudes of 77.6 km as one of the first SLIT
spectra, 69.7 km in the overlapping regime with Echelle data, 64.9 km as the most reliable spectrum close to peak
heating, and 55 km as example after peak heating are shown. The dv =0, dv =1, and dv =-1 bands of both species
are clearly visible which enables an extraction of vibrational temperature. In addition, the =-2 band of N 2+ is
seen. Simulation and measurement show reasonable agreement which improves with decreasing altitude. However,
strong scattering is seen in the data, particularly at high altitudes, which might also be emission due to other
molecules and atoms which are not yet identified. The formerly reported disagreement between measurement and
simulation for the = 1 and =-1 transitions 8 vanished after the recalibration procedure described above.
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(comparison with Echelle data), 64.9 km (most reliable spectrum close to peak heating), and 55 km before
and after peak heating.
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If these fits are applied to all spectra, temperature distributions of N 2 + and CN can be determined along the
trajectory. The vibrational temperature of CN is found to be lower than that of N 2 + . However, the rotational
temperatures are quite close at altitudes below 67 km. In fact, the region with the most effective combination of
particle density of the species of concern and underlying temperature will dominate the emitted spectrum. For all
measured spectra, CN rotational temperatures are around 7000 K. This temperature is clearly higher than the plasma
temperature in the boundary layer close to the surface. CN that is produced close to the surface would have to
diffuse through the boundary layer into the post shock region in a sufficient amount
to generate molecular emission
at the deduced rotational temperatures. Another possibility is that particles from micro-spallation of the heat shield
might penetrate the post-shock region. Thus, CN would be produced in the hot region by erosion of these particles
yielding emission at the observed temperatures. Further work is needed to check these assumptions. N 2+ is mainly
formed in the post shock layer. This means that the major contributions for the different radiating species in the
same spectrum may be produced in different regions of the flow field. Due to the integration over the whole flow
field, the temperatures values have probably only limited relevance. However, they are necessary to compute the
integrated value of the radiance emitted by the 1 st Neg. systems of CN and N 2+ as the integral of the simulated
spectra in the detected wavelength range divided by the corresponding solid angle. A direct integration over
experimental spectra would not allow for a separation
of these systems. Furthermore, issues with a superposition of
other radiating species would introduce new errors. The integral value over the simulated radiation as shown in
Fig. 15 might be easier to handle for further analysis using CFD simulation than the single spectra. Compensating
curves are plotted for both species to illustrate the general characteristic with SRC altitude. Values which were
clearly below these compensating curves are marked by open symbols and are only displayed for the sake of
completeness. The scatter in the values is clearly related to the overall intensity on the CCD
and therefore to errors
in tracking. In addition, predicted radiative and convective (divided by 10 for better visibility) heat fluxes 22 are
plotted. Both N 2 + and CN emission seem to reach maximum before peak heating, although reliable data points are
available only shortly before and after peak heating. The time history of the N 2+ emission follows the predicted
radiative heat flux quite well. The trend CN emission compared to its peak value is clearly higher than the
corresponding value of the radiative heat flux before peak heating and resembles more the convective heat flux
history although shifted to higher altitudes. However, after peak heating, the CN emission decreases as quickly as
the N 2 + emission and the predicted radiative heat flux.

Figure 15. Spatially integrated, emitted radiance of the 1 st Neg. system of N 2+ and the CN Violet integrated in
the wavelength range between 325 nm and 456 nm and predicted radiative and convective stagnation heat
fluxes22 versus SRC altitude.
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One possible interpretation is that in early re-entry, CN emission is mainly determined by ablation while after
peak heating, CN emission is dominated by the plasma properties. If this means that at that point CN is mainly
generated in the hot plasma region, as it would be if CN were generated by particles that spall from the heat shield,
is not clear yet. For further interpretation, a spectral simulation should be performed on the basis of spatiallyresolved CFD results. A confirmation of this assumption would entail comparison with measured spectra. However,
such a spectral simulation with PARADE 28 based on URANUS 29 CFD computations of the flow field around
Stardust did not show satisfying results mainly due to the fact that the two strongest radiators CN and N 2+ were
either not present in the flow field solver or existed only in very low concentrations yielding a high factor of
uncertainty. At present, no reliable alternative is available that would take account
of the special variation of
temperatures and particle densities in the flow field. Recent predictions 30 of the plasma properties show some
promise. These simulations might be the basis for more accurate data evaluation.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

-led
The emission of post shock and surface radiation during the Stardust re-entry was detected during a NASA
mission aboard the Agency’s DC-8 airborne observatory. Spectra were taken in the wavelength range from 324 nm
to 456 nm with a pixel resolution of 0.08 nm, and with a measurement frequency of 5 Hz during 30 s around the
point of maximum heating. Due to the difficulties in tracking
, not every spectrum contained data. Nevertheless, the
emission of CN as a major ablation product as well as N 2+ and different atoms could be monitored successfully
during that time. Due to the nature of the set up, no spatial resolution of the radiation data was achieved. Therefore,
all measured values represent an integration both over the visible part of the glowing heat shield and over the plasma
in the post shock region. The
measured spectra could be split up into continuum spectra, which represent a
superposition of the heat shield radiation and the continuum radiation of potential dust particles in the plasma , and
into line spectra from the plasma in the post shock layer. Influence of scattered light during the calibration
measurements was significant and corrected for by a recalibration. From the continuum spectra, Planck temperatures
were determined under the assumption of constant SRC surface temperatures, and for a temperature distribution
whose shape was approximated to a CFD solution with DPLR. The orientation of the SRC relative to the DC8
yielding information on the visible surface and viewing factors as well as the varying distance and atmospheric
transmission were taken into account. So far, contributions of glowing dust particles in the surrounding plasma are
not included yet. The key results are:
• Intensity corrected emission spectra provide a data basis along the trajectory at altitudes from 77km to
52km. The good agreement with data obtained independently from the Eche
lle spectrometer in the same
observation campaign enhances confidence in both SLIT data acquisition and analysis.
• SRC heat shield temperatures deduced from the experimental data (assuming constant temperatures
across the heat shield surface) are in good agreement with results from DPLR CFD analysis. The
extrapolation of the thermal radiation to Echelle wavelengths yields error estimates on the order of
±50K. If a temperature distribution is assumed, the peak temperatures from the experimental data are
constantly lower by about 200 K than the corresponding CFD results.
• Rotational temperatures of N 2 + and CN were obtained from a scaled comparison with simulated spectra.
However, these temperatures are only averaged values over the whole flow field. Therefore, they were
only used for the computation of spectrally integrated emission of these two species. The time history of
the emitted radiance of the N 2+ 1 st Neg. system agrees quite well with the predictions of radiative
stagnation heat flux. CN emission at high altitudes, in reference to its peak emission, is stronger and
resembles the time evolution of convective heat flux. A possible conclusion is that CN emission is
characteristic for surface ablation in early re-entry while it might be dominat
ed by plasma
characteristics after peak heating. This emission may be used for a future
comparison with CFD data.
Further interpretation of measured emission spectra would require flow field solutions which include ablation
products (in particular CN) coupled to a radiation code. Thus, more accurate comparisons with the experimental data
should be possible through an integration over the spatially-resolved CFD data. For future missions, a simultaneous
optical measurement of plasma properties through on board instrumentation in combination with an airborne
observation is proposed to enhance the accuracy of the results by providing additional information on spatial
distributions.
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